Q1. After reviewing bid documents, I cannot locate project specific specifications. Can you please let me know if specifications will be provided for each division.

A1. As per the bid, Schedule of Drawings and documents:
The drawings are divided into two categories; GENERAL and ARCHITECTURAL and can be obtained here:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/bjqi0abnlrx8fy7/CLDC%20Project%20CD%20100%20CDs_042823.pdf?dl=0

Q2. Performance bond is mentioned, can you please let me know what the permitted time frame for the project will be? Duration and liquidation/damages information needed for bond.

A2. As bid section IV. CONTRACT TERM:
The Successful Bidder is expected to achieve substantial completion of construction four (4) months from the Library’s notice to proceed.

The Library has not specified liquidated damages.

Q3. Please note that Dwg A103 is not mentioned on your List of Drawings in the Information for Bidders and on Dwg T-000.00

A3. A-103.00 was mistakenly omitted on the G-001.00 List of Drawings. Addendum 3 has corrected this error and a revised Bid document has been published.

Q4. In reference to drawing G-001 under Scope of work 2.E, “Remove, replace computer stack rack/ Server room”, please clarify what the scope of work entails and the location of the proposed work

A4. Children’s Library Discovery Center Proposed Multimedia Work:

1. Replace the current projector with a new commercial quality projector having ultra-bright laser illumination thereby minimizing maintenance in connection with lamp replacement.
The proposed new unit will be locally programmable enabling specific on/off schedule for operation. The projector will be tied to a Brightsign player that can be controlled independently.
It is anticipated that access via existing ceiling portals is sufficient for installation of the proposed projector and that existing power and data cabling will be used.
2. Replace (1) scheduling display plasma screen on the first floor and (2) scheduling plasma display screens on the second floor with (3) new 43” HD screens and associated hardware. It is anticipated that the proposed screens are compatible with QPL technology.

3. Upgrade the current remotely located support system in Central Library C Level Room C010
   A. Computer with display screen
   B. Cisco network switches
   C. Equipment rack and related accessories (i.e. cabling, wiring, misc. hardware, etc.)

4. Resource Reference:
   - Dimensional Worldwide
   - Douglas Fixell
   - Managing Director
   - email: Dougf@dimensionalww.com
   - phone: 201-826-8175

Q5. In reference to drawing A-103, please clarify who is providing the temporary book stacks shown in area A-D.

A5. Queens Library will provide the temporary book stacks shown in area A-D